
HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

BLUE LEVEL

#1 LEARNING LEADS

OBJECTIVE: To introduce students to coursework at the canter, with attention to canter leads 
between fences, using a simple course of ground poles.

EQUIPMENT:   4 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

We like to think of Blue Level as the point where stuff  gets real for our students 
over fences. Ground poles turn into 18” fences; we introduce gymnastic grids with 
two or more fences; and the courses start to look like actual stadium courses, with tiny 
oxers, fi llers and related distances.

But when it comes to riding over fences at the canter, ground poles are still the 
way to go. The canter is still a relatively new gait for many of these students, and 
they’ll need to learn to manage leads while riding a course at twice their accustomed 
speed. They’re also going to have to make peace with the inevitable awkward 
takeoff  distance. “Long spots” can be scary for a beginner jumper - we feel it’s much 
safer to experience one for the fi rst time over a 3” ground pole, especially if the horse 
has a big jump!

 1 Ride the course with invisible jumps fi rst, allowing students to practice 
switching canter leads at the optimum place. Emphasize that the change should 
occur after fences or lines, to avoid disrupting the horse’s balance right before a 
jump. 

 1 Use this course when teaching Lesson #13 Grow a Ground Pole Course. Students 
begin by cantering a single pole, adding the diagonal fence on the second round, 
the related distance on the third round, and fi nally cantering the entire course.

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line. Once students are riding a consistently smooth track, shrink the 
gateways and then remove them entirely. 

 1 Test transitions with a straight-line halt after any of the fences on the course. 

 1 Eventually, you can replace ground poles with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or 18” 
crossrails.
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

BLUE LEVEL

#2 CANTER WITH CONFIDENCE

OBJECTIVE: For students to further develop ability to canter around a course, negotiating multiple 
changes of lead and a gentle bending line. 

EQUIPMENT:   6 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

As students gain confi dence cantering over ground poles, courses can become 
gradually more complex. Before our students start cantering over actual fences, we 
want to see them maintaining a steady, rhythmic canter over a full-length course of 
poles, changing leads as required and negotiating all kinds of lines. 
When setting related distances and bending lines, try to keep each horse’s 
individual canter in mind. We prefer customizing distances to help students fi nd a 
comfortable takeoff  point initially, setting standard show distances once they are 
confi dent and competent cantering through the lines. If you’d rather keep your course 
of 12’ strides intact, 72” lines are generally the most accommodating for ponies and 
short-strided cobs.

 1 Ride the course with invisible jumps fi rst, allowing students to test drive each 
approach and departure before riding over poles. You may also wish to begin with 
a single pole at #1 and #6, adding poles to the grid after each successful trip.

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line. This can be particularly helpful in the bending line from #5 to #6.

 1 Use this course to review and progress from Lesson #13 Grow a Ground Pole 
Course. Ask each student to choose a diff erent pole to begin their course. After 
they have cantered over it successfully, they can continue to expand their courses, 
designing their own courses of three, four, fi ve and/or six jumps. 

 1 Teach students to count strides in between #2 and #3. Explain that they should 
begin counting from the fi rst full stride, not the landing, and count along with 
them to help them fi nd the rhythm. Once this comes easily, count strides between 
#5 and #6, noting that the arc between fences aff ects the stride count. 

 1 Eventually, replace the ground poles with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or 18” 
crossrails.
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

BLUE LEVEL

#3 CANTER POLE CHALLENGE

OBJECTIVE: For students to apply coursework skills at the canter over a slightly longer course of 
ground poles, including a gentle bending line, two related distances, and an optional crossrail.

EQUIPMENT:

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

This layout puts coursework skills at the canter to the test while rewarding 
students with an exciting fi nale. We recommend using this course with students that 
have plenty of previous experience cantering over ground pole courses.
Set related distances with care, considering the stride length of all horses and ponies 
used in the lesson and experience level of the riders. The crossrail should be set 
approximately 18” high, with ground lines if possible. 
How you incorporate the crossrail into the course can be fl exible: strong riders can 
ride over it at the canter after successful completing the previous six fences, while timid 
or less secure students can return to trot after fence #6 to ensure a balanced approach 
and takeoff . The crossrail can also be used as an optional bonus fence, with students 
making the decision at the end of each round whether or not they want to include it.

 1 Start with fence #7 set as a ground pole or invisible jump fi rst, gradually 
building it up with each clean trip around the course.

 1 Build the course incrementally as in #13 Grow a Ground Pole Course. Feel free 
to vary the starting fence and change the order of the lines. 

 1 Reverse the course, asking students to trot into the crossrail, land in the canter 
and continue in the canter over the rest of the course. 

 1 Test control with a straight-line halt after the fi nal fence. This can be quite a 
challenge after jumping the crossrail in the canter!

 1 Further challenge your students to look for the logic in course plans by playing 
Take Your Own Line. Turn it into a timed event if you think your group can 
participate equally. Institute a time penalty for any turn that is cantered on the 
incorrect lead. 

  5 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES
  2 JUMP STANDARDS, POLES AND CUPS TO CREATE A CROSSRAIL
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

BLUE LEVEL

#4 JUMP AROUND

OBJECTIVE: For students to ride successfully around a course of small fences at the trot, including 
two related distances.

EQUIPMENT:

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

When it comes to introducing courses of actual fences, keep it straightforward 
and simple. Your students will get plenty of thrill knowing they are jumping “real” 
jumps. Once they’ve conquered courses like this one, you can always make things more 
technical!

We recommend setting all fences approximately 18” high, with ground lines 
wherever possible. Include oxers or fi llers only if students have previous experience 
jumping them. Lines should be set to allow riders to trot in and land at the canter, 
with the option of cantering over the second fence with a comfortable takeoff  distance. 

 1 Riding the course with ground poles fi rst can be a particularly good idea if you 
intend to focus on maintaining the correct posting diagonal between fences. You 
may wish to set fences as pole stacks or baby crossrails for the second round, 
raising them to their full height for the fi nale of the lesson. 

 1 Use gateway cones initially to set students up for a successful approach and 
departure on each line. Shrink the gateways or take them away once students are 
riding consistently excellent turns. 

 1 Reverse the course, or change the order of the lines. Invite students to design 
their own course, with each student in a group riding a diff erent track.

 1 Use this course as the fi nale to #15 Counting Strides. Focus the majority of 
the lesson on trotting into the lines and riding out at a controlled trot or canter, 
adding fences #1 and #6 at the end to complete the course. 

 1 Use this course for teaching #17 On Course. Award a small prize to all students 
who ride a clean round - your criteria might include riding all turns on the correct 
posting diagonal.

  6 JUMP STANDARDS, POLES AND CUPS TO CREATE 3 CROSSRAILS
  6 JUMP STANDARDS, POLES AND CUPS TO CREATE 3 SMALL VERTICALS
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

BLUE LEVEL

#5 BLUE BUILD IT UP

OBJECTIVE: For students to gain confi dence over a course of small fences gradually increasing in 
diffi  culty.  

EQUIPMENT:

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

We fi nd Build It Up courses to be a dependable format for beginner jumping 
lessons, giving students the confi dence and consistency to tackle new heights. The 
concept is simple: a full length course starts with an extremely easy jump and gradually 
increases the challenge, fi nishing with a fence just above the student’s previous 
experience and/or comfort zone.

For Blue Level students, we recommend starting the course with a gymnastic grid 
consisting of trot poles to a crossrail, then one canter stride to a small vertical. An 18” 
crossrail can be followed by a single plank or solid fi ller, a 12” vertical, an 18” vertical, 
and a line of 18” fences culminating in a small oxer. 

Although students will likely ride the turns at the trot, anticipate possible canters in 
all lines. Set gymnastic grid and related distances off  a comfortable, quiet canter stride, 
with a goal of helping all horses and ponies jump the second fence out of stride with 
little to no adjustment from the rider.

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line. 

 1 Assign each jump a point value based on diffi  culty and play Gambler’s Choice. 
Students must create their own course within the time allowed, earning points 
for each clear jump, with the option of using each fence up to two times. For this 
event, you should remove the trot poles and build all jumps to be approachable 
from both sides - including grids and oxers.

 1 This layout can be used for Orange Level students learning to ride a course at a 
canter. The gymnastic is used to develop rhythm and balance at the beginning of 
the course. The horse may land on either lead off  the grid, so students must check 
and change lead if necessary before continuing the course. 

  3-4 TROT POLES, SECURED SO THEY CANNOT ROLL
  1-STRIDE GYMNASTIC GRID WITH CROSSRAIL AND VERTICAL
  8 JUMP STANDARDS, POLES AND CUPS TO CREATE 1 CROSSRAIL AND 3 VERTICALS
  1 PLANK, FLOWER BOX, OR SIMILAR SOLID OBSTACLE APPROXIMATELY 12” HIGH
  4 JUMP STANDARDS AND JUMP CUPS ALONG WITH 3 POLES TO CREATE SMALL OXER
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